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Quebec City, June 2\textsuperscript{nd}, 2009

The BioMed Central Editorial Team
BioMed Central Ltd,
Middlesex House,
34-42 Cleveland Street, London W1T 4LB
UK

\textbf{Object}: Revised version of the manuscript \#1951956212237778 entitled: \textit{Variations in the \textit{NBN/NBSI} gene and the risk of breast cancer in non-\textit{BRCA1/2} French Canadian families with high risk of breast cancer.}

Dear BioMed Central Editorial Team,

Thank you for the response we received on May 27\textsuperscript{th} from BioMed Central Editorial regarding the editorial decision as well as formatting corrections relating to our manuscript «Variations in the \textit{NBN/NBSI} gene and the risk of breast cancer in non-\textit{BRCA1/2} French Canadian families with high risk of breast cancer» by Desjardins et al. (MS: 1951956212237778).

Following the editorial requests, we enclose a revised version, which include our formatting adjustments. Please find in the following pages the details of the changes made.

We would like to thank again the BioMed Central Editorial Team for the time spent on our manuscript.

If you need any further information, please feel free to contact us at any time.

Regards,

Francine Durocher, Ph.D.
Associate Professor, Department of Anatomy and Physiology, Laval University
Investigator, Cancer Genomics Laboratory, CHUQ Research Centre, CHUL
\texttt{francine.durocher@crchul.ulaval.ca}
Abstract: We included in the submission system an up-to-date version of the abstract.

Table order: The order of the different Tables has been revised and corrections were amended to the manuscript to correct any mistakes that were present. All Tables have also been reformatted according to the specifications provided by the Editorial Team.

INHERIT BRCAs members: The list of the INHERIT BRCAs members has been moved from the appendix to the acknowledgements section.

Email address: All email addresses were included and their format corrected according to the Editorial suggestions.

Figures: Revised Figures are submitted in the orientation in which they should appear in the text.